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Most of our knowledge about humanitarian security hot spots 
comes from publicly-reported events. This briefing summarizes 
confidential information from 10 agencies about a range of security 
events, from those that severely affect staff to those that affect 
agencies’ ability to deliver aid. 
 
In addition this briefing contrasts hot spots depending on t h e i r  
s o u r c e ,  w h e t h e r  o p e n  sources or agency-reported sources. 
Open sources tend to report events with a high profile impact and 
from countries where insecurity is a concern. Agency reports reflect 
where agencies are present, the variety of incidents agencies 
experience, and the security management and programming 
approaches they adopt in a particular country. 
 
Neither type of data is representative. A higher number of reported 
security incidents does not indicate more insecurity, nor does the 
absence of reported incidents guarantee a low risk. These differences 
may be due to the quality of reporting practices of country offices, aid 
agency presence or access to affected populations, or the numbers of 
aid workers in a country. Nevertheless, reported incidents are a clear 
indication of security concerns. Both sources are important in better 
understanding the complex puzzle of humanitarian insecurity. 
 

 

This Confidential Security Report is 
prepared by Insecurity Insight. It 
comprises threats and incidents of 
violence affecting the delivery of 
humanitarian assistance. 

 
 

 
Agencies reported 11 staff kidnapped 
during January - March 15.  
 

Open source data reported 6 aid workers 
kidnapped during January - March 15.  
 

Agencies reported Firearm usage against 
staff 43 times.   
 

Open source data reported Firearm 
usage against aid workers 20 times.  
 

Country hot spots, incident types and 
weapons use profiles are not the same in 
open source data and agency reports. 
 

 
Editorial team 
Christina Wille and Larissa Fast 
 

Researcher 
Helen Buck 
 

Agency Reports: 
Country Hot Spots 

 

1. Papua New Guinea (17) 
2. South Sudan (16) 
3. Afghanistan (14) 
4. DRC, Yemen (9) 

6. Bangladesh,  
CAR, Kenya (7) 

 

Open Sources: 
Country Hot Spots 

 

1. Pakistan (11) 
2. Sudan, Syria (5) 

4. Myanmar (4) 
5. Afghanistan, CAR, Libya, 

South Sudan, Yemen (3) 
10. Guinea, Mali, 

Ukraine (2) 

Agency Reports and Open Source Data  
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Over the 90-day period of January to March 2015, participating agencies reported 198 total incidents. Over 
the same period, 51 incidents were documented in open source (OS) data and published in the Monthly 
Digest.1 Severe events, such as fatal and non-fatal injuries and kidnappings, are one distinct set of events 
that directly affect the wellbeing of aid workers. This report includes additional types of events:   

x events that affected agency infrastructure through damage or loss; 
x access events, such as arrests or detentions of staff or staff having been denied access to a territory; 
x administrative decisions by authorities related to security concerns that affected the delivery of aid; 
x common crime and threats; and 
x preventive measures taken by agencies to protect staff and assets from insecurity and that impact on 

the ability to delivery.  
 

This document presents the information of OS and agency-reported (AR) security incidents in these seven 
categories2 for the period January to March 2015.   

 

Hot Spots by Incident Type      

x Severe events are incidents in which a staff member is 
killed, injured or kidnapped. 

x Infrastructure events are where significant infrastructure is 
damaged or stolen (buildings, vehicles or key aid materials).  

x Everyday events cover a range of incidents that are neither 
severe or infrastructure events (as defined above) and include 
crime, threats, administrative acts or preventive measures. 

                                                 
1 The Monthly Digest is compiled at the end of the month from open sources. On occasion, additional security incidents are reported at a later stage but they are not included in this discussion, as this 
verification has not yet been completed for the time period covered in this report. 
2 Administrative decisions by states or other authorities affect the delivery of aid. Crime includes all violent events that are criminally motivated, including theft, robbery, burglaries, harassment 
(including sexual) and fraud. Detention / Arrests / Passage Denied Detention refers to restraining an individual, knowingly with or without reasonable cause. Arrest refers to the deprivation of liberty following 
being charged with a crime; Passage denied occurs when a patient or aid worker is not allowed to pass through a checkpoint. Infrastructure refers to violent events that affect assets, property, or 
infrastructure of the affected organizations (includes non-food items, medical supplies, and vehicles); Preventive decisions are taken by humanitarian agencies in response to insecurity. Threats against aid 
providers are events perceived as potentially dangerous, whether communicated face-to-face, via telecommunication, or physically. Severe includes all events in which an aid worker is killed, kidnapped or 
injured. 
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▪ Agency Reports   ▪ Open Source Data 
 

Summary: During the reporting period, OS reporting illustrated Pakistan as the top severe and everyday hotspot compared 
to Afghanistan as the hot spot in AR information. South Sudan was the number one hotpot for AR infrastructure events (2 
events, both of which targeted assets at agency compounds). OS data documented 2 Infrastructure events. In one of these 
events in Guinea, health workers attacked and a health facility destroyed. AR recorded 11 additional infrastructure events. 
Neither type of data sets is representative. High reported security incidents do not automatically indicate the country suffers 
from a high number of security incidents, since effective reporting practices and security policy implementation must be 
considered. Additionally, low reported security incidents do not translate to low security threats, since under-reporting may be 
a cause.   
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x Agency Reporting and Open Source Data:  
 

Event Type by Region  
The data presented in the graphs illustrate the number of events across 
the seven categories as reported in open sources and agency reports.  

 
▪ Crime ▪ Arrests / Detention / Passage Denied  

▪ Threats ▪ Administrative ▪ Preventive 

 

  
 
 

Weapon Use 

Summary: During the reporting period, OS data 
recorded Asia with the highest number of severe 
events (12). 46% of all recorded infrastructure events 
were reported by agencies in Africa, posing a credible 
security threat for humanitarian assets in the region. 
Crime events were the leading security concern for 
agencies in the Americas. In comparison OS data 
reported zero crime events. A R  s o u r c e s  
i n c l u d e d  t h e  a d o p t i o n  o f  preventive 
measures 33 times in Asia, whereas OS documented 
only 3. AR identify Africa as the top hotspot for access 
events; OS recorded 1 event in Africa (South Sudan). 
Both security data sets recorded Europe with zero 
severe and infrastructure events. Furthermore, OS 
data recorded zero infrastructure events in the 
Middle East or the Americas. 
  
 
 

Summary: Firearms were the number one weapon type used directly or indirectly against aid workers. Globally these 
accounted for 70% (OS) and 65% (AR) respectively, posing a credible threat to aid workers and the delivery of aid. 
Explosives use was reported more frequently in open source data accounting for 22% of incidents. 
Firearms include handguns / machine guns; Explosives includes mortars, bombs, UXOs, and landmines; Other includes stones, knives and other non-firearm weapons 
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Agency Reported Data 
This section reports on data submitted by the ten participating agencies 
 
  

Executive Summary: 
 

This report is based on security data for January through March 2015 from 10 agencies that operate in 
a total of 107 countries. Agencies reported 198 security incidents that affected aid workers and the 
delivery of aid in 51 countries. 
 
Papua New Guinea (PNG) recorded the most frequent security events (17), and South Sudan was 
second with 16. Afghanistan was third with 14. The region with the highest number of incidents was 
Africa (80). Europe recorded the fewest (4). 
 
Agency security data illustrates that agencies most frequently took preventive measures to protect 
staff, assets and programmes, which affected their ability to deliver aid. These events accounted for 
57/198 incidents (29%), followed by crime events (54/198, or 27%). Crime events were most prevalent 
in Africa; DRC, CAR and Kenya reported 3 incidents each. Afghanistan recorded the highest number of 
kidnapping incidents (2). Five national staff were kidnapped in Faryab Province and one international 
staff was kidnapped in Uruzgan province. 
 
South Sudan recorded the highest number of threats against agencies whether in person, physical, 
communicated digitally (email or phone) or an event that was perceived as potentially dangerous (5). 
Unarmed and armed robberies, thefts and burglaries were most frequently reported in Africa, 
accounting for 23/80 incidents (29%). Events of detention / arrest / passage denied incidents were 
reported from South Sudan and Ethiopia (2). Administrative decisions by states or other authorities 
that affected the delivery of aid were reported most often in the Occupied Palestinian Territories. Each 
of these was related to stop-work or eviction orders at project sites. Incidents in Port Moresby 
represented 41% of incidents from PNG and are a reflection of the challenging security environment 
facing aid workers in the country. The 9 incidents in Yemen emphasize the ongoing violence and 
insecurity in that country. Six out of 9 incidents in DRC were reported in the provinces of North and 
South Kivu. 
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Africa 
A-Z Country Profile:  Agencies per Country and Total Incidents 

(hot spot countries coded orange) 
1. Benin 
Agencies: 1 
Incidents: 1  

2. CAR 
Agencies: 4 
Incidents: 7  

3. DRC 
Agencies: 9 
Incidents: 10 

4. Ethiopia 
Agencies: 8 
Incidents: 5 

5. Ghana 
Agencies: 5 
Incidents: 2 

6. Guinea 
Agencies: 1 
Incidents: 3 

7. Kenya 
Agencies: 8 
Incidents: 7 

8. Liberia Agencies: 
4 Incidents: 2 

9. Malawi 
Agencies: 4 
Incidents: 1 

10. Mali 
Agencies: 5 
Incidents: 2 

11.  Mozambique 
Agencies: 5 
Incidents: 2  

12. Niger 
Agencies: 5 
Incidents: 1 

13. Nigeria 
Agencies: 3 
Incidents: 1 

14. Senegal 
Agencies: 3 
Incidents: 2 

15. Sierra Leone 
Agencies: 9 
Incidents: 1 

16. Somali 
Agencies: 7 
Incidents: 1 

17. South Africa 
Agencies: 3 
Incidents: 3 

18. South Sudan 
Agencies: 9 
Incidents: 16  

19. Sudan 
Agencies: 3 
Incidents: 6 

20. Swaziland 
Agencies: 1 
Incidents: 1 

21. Tanzania 
Agencies: 7 
Incidents: 1 

22. Uganda 
Agencies: 8 
Incidents: 3 

23. Zimbabwe 
Agencies: 6 
Incidents: 1  

Staff Deaths, Kidnappings And Injuries 
 

March DRC North Kivu 3 armed men kidnapped 4 national staff whilst in transit. 2 released immediately; ransom 
demand made for other 2 staff. No further information available. 

February Kenya Dadaab IDP Male staff kidnapped by armed men demanding ransom. Released after 2 days; no ransom paid. 

January Mali Gao Region Male national driver killed during daytime demonstration. No further information available. 
 

Hot Spot Countries by Incident Type 
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Commentary: Agencies operate in 39 countries and reported incidents in 23 countries. The total number of reported incidents 
in Africa during this period was 80, accounting for 40% of all reported incidents. South Sudan had the highest number 
of incidents (16), reflecting the current difficult security environment. Within South Sudan, vehicles (Land Cruisers) were 
targets for robbery (2) while in 2 separate cases armed SPLA soldiers required transport. On one occasion gunshots were fired 
at staff in the vehicle, with no injuries sustained. DRC reported 3 armed violent attacks against staff / property. Agencies 
implemented preventive security measures on 2 occasions in January and February in South Darfur, echoing the challenging 
security environment facing aid workers in Sudan. All 3 incidents in Liberia related to theft of agency assets from agency 
property. Both incidents in Mozambique were daytime street robberies by groups of armed males. Guinea reported 2 
threat incidents, in which staff were threatened during Ebola-related awareness activities and distribution of hygiene kits. 

 

Hot Spots 
(Number of incidents) 

 

1. South Sudan (16) 

2. DRC (10) 

3. CAR (7) 

 Kenya (7) 

5. Sudan (6) 

6. Ethiopia (5) 

 

Snap Shot Crime events were the most reported incident 
in the region accounting for 26 out of 80 incidents (33%). 
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Asia 
 

A-Z Country Profile:  
Agencies per Country and Total 

Incidents (hot spot countries coded 
orange) 

1. Afghanistan 
Agencies: 8 
Incidents: 14 

2. Bangladesh 
Agencies: 5 
Incidents: 7 

3. Cambodia 
Agencies: 4 
Incidents: 3 

4. Myanmar 
Agencies: 7 
Incidents: 4 

5. Nepal 
Agencies: 4 
Incidents: 4 

6. Pakistan 
Agencies: 6 
Incidents: 6 

7. PNG 
Agencies: 4 
Incidents: 17 

8. Philippines 
Agencies: 8 
Incidents: 5 

9. Solomon Islands 
Agencies: 2 
Incidents: 2 

10. Sri Lanka 
Agencies: 5 
Incidents: 1 

11. Timor Leste 
Agencies: 2 
Incidents: 5 

12. Vietnam 
Agencies: 3 
Incidents: 1 

Staff Deaths, Kidnappings and Injuries 
 

January Afghanistan Faryab 
Province 

International staff abducted. No further information available. 

March Afghanistan Uruzgan 
Province 

5 local staff kidnapped and killed by unknown armed gunmen. Their bodies were 
discovered in Chanarto district on 20 April. 

March Afghanistan Kunduz 
Province 

Armed men stopped vehicle carrying 3 staff and driver. 1 male staff resisted and 
beaten. Armed men fled after vehicle got stuck in mud.  

 

 Hot Spot Countries by Incident Type 
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Commentary: Agencies operate in 24 countries and reported incidents in 12 countries. The total number of reported 
incidents during this period was 69. PNG recorded the highest number of incidents (17). Civil unrest during January caused 2 
agencies to implement preventive measures. Aid workers were robbed on the streets while in stationary traffic in 3 incidents in 
March in Port Moresby, presenting a credible threat to personnel in transit. Afghanistan recorded the only kidnapping 
incidents in the region (2) involving 5 local and 1 international staff highlighting the difficult security environment facing all 
nationalities in Afghanistan. Militant activity in Kabul, Kunduz and Paktya Province caused agencies to implement 
preventive measures, as did strikes during January and February in Bangladesh (4 occasions). One incident in Dhaka involved 
the discovery of a crude bomb outside an agency office. The target was not like the agency but instead the property next 
door occupied by the current Law Minister. This event highlights the potential risk for agencies whose offices are located near 
other potential targets. Security during road transit posed a threat to staff in Larkana (Pakistan). Armed men intercepted a 
vehicle travelling back from a project site and forcefully took cash and mobile phones, highlighting the risks during transit. Two 
incidents of motorcycle theft were recorded in Leyte (Philippines) posing a security concern for agencies operating in the area. 
During January in the Philippines, a civilian male was robbed and killed by an armed criminal group that reportedly believed 
he was the agency Loan Officer. Escalating armed violence and civil unrest was reported in Timor Leste, reflecting the 
underlying ethnic tensions within the country. All 4 incidents in Myanmar related to the implementation of preventive security 
measures resulting from the challenging security environment; Shan State recorded 2. In March, a male boat operator was 
attacked and threatened by group of loggers armed with machetes and bows and arrows in Malaita (Solomon Islands). 

 

Hot Spots 
(Total number of incidents) 

 

1. PNG (17) 

2. Afghanistan (14) 

3. Bangladesh (7) 

4. Pakistan (6) 

5. Philippines (5) 

Timor Leste (5) 

 

 

 

 

Snap Shot Threats against staff posed a security concern for agencies 
operating in Asia (17%). 
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Europe  

 
 
 
 

A-Z Country Profile: 
Agencies per 

Country and Total 
Incidents 

(hot spot countries 
coded orange) 

1. Albania 
Agencies: 2 
Incidents: 1 

2. Georgia 
Agencies: 4 
Incidents: 2 

3. Kosovo 
Agencies: 1 
Incidents: 1 

 

 
 

Staff Deaths, Kidnappings And Injuries – Nil 
 

Hot Spot Countries by Incident Type 
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Commentary: Agencies operate in 14 countries, and reported incidents in 3 countries. The total number of reported 
incidents during this period was 4. The region recorded no deaths or kidnapping of agency staff. Two national staff in Georgia 
were detained while conducting field surveys. Cyber-attacks targeted female staff and personal email accounts, which 
highlight the growth in cyber threats facing aid agencies. Civil unrest and insecurity in Pristina (Albania) resulted in a n  
agency issuing travel advisories and restricting staff movements in affected areas. The single incident in Albania reported 
attempted fraud of agency funds by an unknown individual impersonating a male staff member. 

 
 
 

  

Hot Spot 
(Total number of 

incidents) 
 

1. Georgia (2) 

 

 

 

Snap Shot There were no incidents of weapons being used against staff,  
assets or operations reported in Europe. 
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Middle East  
  

A-Z Country Profile: 
Agencies per 

Country and Total 
Incidents  

(hot spot countries 
coded orange) 

 1. Iraq/KRI 
Agencies: 4 
Incidents: 6 

2. Jordan 
Agencies: 3  
Incidents: 2 

3. Lebanon 
Agencies: 4 
Incidents: 5 

4. OPT 
Agencies: 5 
Incidents: 4 

5. Syria 
Agencies: 4 
Incidents: 1 

6. Yemen 
Agencies: 3  
Incidents: 9 

Staff Deaths, Kidnappings And Injuries 
 

February Yemen Sana’a French female and translator kidnapped en route to work.  The 
translator is a relative of agency personnel.  

 
 

Hot Spot Countries by Incident 
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Commentary: Agencies operate in 9 countries, and reported incidents in 6 countries. The total number of reported incidents 
during this period was 29. All 9 incidents in Yemen reflect ongoing i n security. T h e  sec u r i t y  e nv i r o nm e n t  
d e t e r i o ra t e d  f o l lo w i ng  t h e  Al-Houthi attack on the Presidential Palace, leading one agency to evacuate all 
international staff. A l - H ou th i  illegal checkpoints posed a security concern for staff in transit in Haradh (Yemen). Al-Houthi 
militia entered one agency office and inspected documents. The complex security situation in Iraq resulted in one agency 
implementing preventive measures to protect staff and assets in Kalar. Electronic equipment containing staff personal 
information was stolen from agency office in Zahle (Lebanon), posing a potential security threat to all agency staff. 
T h r e e  administrative decisions in OPT took the form of evictions and stop-work orders at project sites, hindering 
humanitarian assistance. ISIS militant activity near the Jordan-Syria border resulted in staff evacuation and programme 
suspension in Irbid (Jordan). In March, an arson attack targeting an agency-funded school compound by unknown individuals 
was reported in Idlib (Syria). 

 
 
 
 

Hot Spots 
(Total number of incidents) 

 

1. Yemen (9) 

2. Iraq (6) 

3. Lebanon (5) 

4. OPT (4)  

5. Jordan (2) 

 

 

Snap Shot Direct or indirect firearm usage against staff posed a security concern for agencies  
operating in the Middle East (30%). 
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The Americas   
 

A-Z Country Profile: 
Agencies per 

Country and Total 
Incidents  

(hot spot countries 
coded orange). 

1. Brazil 
Agencies: 4   
Incidents: 1 

2. Colombia 
Agencies: 5   
Incidents: 3 

3. El Salvador  
Agencies: 3   
Incidents: 3 

4. Guatemala 
Agencies: 6   
Incidents: 3 

5. Honduras 
Agencies: 4   
Incidents: 5 

6. Mexico  
Agencies: 2   
Incidents: 1 

7. Nicaragua  
Agencies: 6   
Incidents: 2 

 

Staff Deaths, Kidnappings And Injuries 
 

 

January Guatemala Guatemala City 
Agency legal worker victim of armed kidnapping attempt. 
Minor injuries sustained. 

 
 

Hot Spot Countries by Incident 
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Commentary: Agencies operate in 17 countries and reported incidents in 7 countries. The total number of reported incidents 
during this period was 18. The region recorded no deaths, staff detentions or administrative decisions affecting the delivery 
of aid. 50% of reported events were criminally motivated and included theft of agency assets and harassment. This proportion 
indicates the significant threat that urban crime and violence poses for aid workers, assets and programs operating in the 
Americas. Armed violence against staff occurred in Colombia (1), Guatemala (1) and Honduras (3), which included 3 
incidents of armed robbery. Intimidation by gang members towards agency volunteers in El Salvador resulted in preventive 
measures enforced to protect male volunteers (2). Female staff in Colombia were targets for harassment and armed street 
robbery. Death threats against an education project in Colombia resulted in suspension of activities for one week. Laptop 
thefts from vehicles (2) were a security concern in Nicaragua. 

 

 

 

Hot Spots 
(Total number of incidents) 

 

1. Honduras (5) 

2. Colombia (3) 

El Salvador (3) 

Guatemala (3) 

5. Nicaragua (2) 

 

Snap Shot Crime events were the most reported incident in the 
region accounting for 9 out of 18 incidents (50%). 
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